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What a year ‘22 was with most asset classes down

A year of no protection: with bonds and equities both down 
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Rasameel outperformed in 2022
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Investors in Global equities will have done well over the 
years
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For 2023, we expect weaker macro to drive markets
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Technically its a very standard bear market in equities

Current Daily Moving Averages

2006 to 2009 Daily Moving Averages2000 to 2004 Daily Moving Averages
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Investors should desire a short sharp sell off in equities

RTS $ 1997 – 2006

S&P 2007-2019S&P 1999-2003

HSI  1997 - 2000
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Sukuk offers strong upside 

The Sukuk Opportunity strategy is a basket
of high quality, high yielding mid-duration
government and quasi government Sukuk
which we believe offers an excellent
opportunity to capture the upside in bond
prices, as yields fall into the slowdown of
2023.

US manufacturing and bond yields

4.8%

A
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Could gold follow ‘74-’80 trajectory?

Gold vs other asset classes from ‘73 to ‘82

…it could if the Fed and other CBs don’t quash inflation now
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GDP expected to be weaker in most economies in ‘23
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Indicators are downward in USA

University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index

Conference Board US Leading Index vs Philadelphia Fed 
Business Outlook Business outlook is bearish
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Indicators in US generally indicate slowdown ahead

Inverted Yield Curve forebearer of  RecessionHigh Inflation forebearer of slowdown 
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Survey of professional forecasters  US recession probability 

Source: JP Morgan

The US AAII* Bull – Bear spread is extremely negative which 
tend to be a contrarian bullish signal 

Investors in US are bearish…..very bearish

But this can also be a contrarian indictor 
that bad news is already priced in 
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Europe same or worse than US

Eurozone Inflation vs European M2 Supply

European Central Bank Interest Rate vs Euro 
Yield Curve

Eurozone Recession Probability 

Eurozone M1 Growth vs PMI
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Japan doing better than most but gov debt is issue

Japan 10 Year Yield vs USD 
JPY Rate

Japan Leading Economic Index
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China’s economy expected to perform better in 2023

China CPI vs China Covid Cases

China has no inflation problem (1.6%) so can stimulate the economy 
whilst other nations are contracting 
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Money supply and credit impulse both rising in China

China M2 Money Supply China Credit Impulse vs China Property New Starts
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Fed will be looking for weaker job market…..

US Job Vacancy Rates US Participation Rate

So may inadvertently push economy 
into hard landing 

US Historical Personal Consumption 
Expenditure (CPE) 

…and much lower inflation before easing 

4.4%
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Earnings in the US will likely fall as slowdown bites
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Earnings per share in Europe also likely to fall off 

Eurozone EPS growth vs GDP Growth
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US market is still expensive if we are entering slowdown
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US market is still expensive if we are entering slowdown
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European equities offer value

MSCI Eurozone 12M FWD PE Relative to US MSCI Eurozone median P/E

MSCI Eurozone 12M FWD PE relative to MSCI World 
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Japanese equities offer value….and are defensive
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Japanese equities offer value….and are defensive

Share of Corporates that are Net cash
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China stocks also cheap and market reopening
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China stocks also cheap and market reopening

Market Rally In Heng Seng Index and Shanghai Shenzen IndexJD.com and Vipshop Stock- YTD

JD.com 
77%

VIPS 
127%
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Sukuk offers strong upside particularly if economy weakens

US manufacturing and bond yields
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Sukuk offers strong upside particularly if economy weakens

The Sukuk Opportunity strategy is a basket
of high quality, high yielding mid-duration
government and quasi government Sukuk
which we believe offers an excellent
opportunity to capture the upside in bond
prices, as yields fall into the slowdown of
2023.

4.8%

A

Seco ‘44 offering a yield 5%
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Boom ….Bust…Boom cycle: nothing really new 

Sukuk: Yields attractive……now a good opportunity to add as trade

Equities: Too early to add……but will offer excellent upside once this 
‘recalibration’ is complete

VC: watch for sold down deals

Real Estate: Excellent asset to hold once pricing reflects new realities

Gold: watch for USD weakness ….not far off if DXY starts to peak

Conclusion
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Whether you believe in it or not, one should expect Trillions 
of USD to flow into the space 

UN today calls for a massive increase in investment to the tune of $4 Trillion annually until 2030 to 
reach stated climate goals
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Build back Better at Home…will also be inflationary 
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Disclaimer

This document is not directed at or intended for use by any person resident or located in any jurisdiction where the distribution of such information is
contrary to the laws of such jurisdiction, or such distribution is prohibited without obtaining the necessary licenses or authorizations. No representation
or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the content. The information contained in this
document is for informational purposes only and should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. This
document does not constitute a solicitation, an offer, or a recommendation to buy or sell any investment instruments, to effect any transactions, or to
conclude any legal act of any kind whatsoever. When making a decision about your investments, you should seek the advice of a professional financial
advisor. No representation or warranty of any kind, either express or implied, with respect to the content is made. This document is provided on a
confidential basis to invited parties and may not be copied or distributed without prior written consent. Subject to contract. This document is prepared
for promotional purposes and it may not be presented or distributed in State of Kuwait except to the “Professional Clients” only according to the
definitions contained in the first book of the Executive Bylaws of Kuwait Capital Markets Authority. Rasameel Investment Company hereby undertakes
that it does not disguise, diminish or obscure important items from the investment subject of promotion.

Warning: The past performance of any investment or a product is not a reliable indicator of future results and it cannot be relied upon for investment
decision making.

Rasameel Investment Company
Kuwait City, Souq Al Safat, 3rd Floor, Office 5 & 6

P.O. Box 4915 Safat 13050

T. +965 2247 8800
F. +965 2247 6600

E. info@rasameel.com
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